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ABSTRACT
Despite numerous calls to action from news outlets, prison activists,
and incarcerated individuals themselves, the Ontario corrections regime
continues to operate in an unlawful and inhumane manner. The last decade
has seen the publication of several prison reform recommendations that are
yet to be meaningfully implemented. This paper spotlights four serious
issues that plague Ontario correctional institutions through the lens of one
of the worst: Elgin-Middlesex Detention Centre. Through its discussion of
death in custody, drugs in custody, inhumane conditions, and
understaffing, this paper seeks to highlight the profound gap between our
democratic aspirations and the lived reality of working and living in Ontario
jails. This case study urges us to finally take action and implement the
roadmap for reform that has already been provided.

I. INTRODUCTION

“D

ignity. Respect. Legality. These values are integral to the
delivery of correctional services.”1 Or at least theoretically
these should be integral values in Ontario correctional
institutions. Unfortunately, these values are not the reality for the lived
experiences of many incarcerated individuals. News outlets, members of the
public, and the Ontario Human Rights Commission (OHRC) have all
decried the inhumane conditions of Ontario correctional institutions.2
Despite this call for better treatment and living conditions, individuals
incarcerated in Ontario correctional institutions continue to face terrible
atrocities with limited avenues for relief.
An exploration of the issues at a specific Ontario jail, Elgin-Middlesex
Detention Centre (EMDC), provides a concrete example of the disorder
and corruption commonly experienced in Ontario correctional institutions.
There have been sporadic reports about aspects of life at EMDC and more
system-wide reports about the prison system in Ontario. This paper seeks
to expose the magnitude of the needs of both prisoners and workers at
EMDC by bringing those sporadic reports together into one case study. It
reveals the profound gap between our democratic aspirations and the lived
reality of Ontarians who work and live in EMDC. And it argues that the
roadmap for reform has already been provided: this paper urges that we
finally take action.
Before beginning this journey into the depths of EMDC, it is important
to underscore that this paper does not advance a claim about whether
EMDC is better or worse than other Ontario jails in terms of the
experiences of incarcerated people. Instead, this paper uses the EMDC case
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study to raise the kinds of questions we should be asking about all prison
complexes, and it urges us to use this case study as a wake-up call for change.
This paper proceeds as follows: Part II describes the history of EMDC
and the departure from its original purpose of housing up to 190 prisoners
awaiting trial. Parts III to VI highlight four main aspects of EMDC that are
in particular need of attention: death in custody, drugs in custody,
inhumane conditions, and understaffing. Part VII concludes with a
discussion on the lessons learned from the continuous scandal and
corruption at EDMC and steps that should be taken to address the systemic
failings of the Ontario corrections regime.

II. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF EMDC AS A LOWER CAPACITY
REMAND CENTRE
In Canada, the prison system is divided between federal and provincial
institutions, with individuals serving less than two years’ imprisonment
housed in provincial institutions.3 Thus, remand centres fall under
provincial jurisdiction. Provincial and territorial correctional institutions
are not uniformly regulated, as each province and territory has its own
corrections system and legislation. In Ontario, correctional services are
governed by the Ministry of the Solicitor General (the “Ministry”) and the
Ministry of Correctional Services Act.4
EMDC is an Ontario detention centre for individuals on remand5 that
is located in London, Ontario. EMDC was built in 1977 with an original
operational capacity of 190 individuals in single cells, but it now has a
capacity of 452 prisoners.6 EMDC houses both men and women who are
admitted under a variety of warrants and detention orders. Sojourns at
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Ministry of the Solicitor General, Community Advisory Board Annual Report 2015
(Toronto: Ministry of the Solicitor General, 11 March 2016), online: <www.mcscs.jus.
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EMDC range from hours to years.7 There are ten detention units at EMDC,
organized under seven main groupings: protective custody, general
population, intermittent prisoners, women, workers, special needs, and
segregation.8 The facility does not have an infirmary, but it does have a
“Health Care Unit” staffed by a health care manager and nurses.9
As a provincial remand centre that has been frequently criticized for its
inhumane conditions,10 EMDC is the perfect candidate for a case study on
the systemic failings of the Ontario prison regime. The conditions at EMDC
were pronounced as amongst the worst seen by the OHRC during their
tours of Ontario jails.11 “[O]vercrowded, unsanitary and dangerous” were
the words used by the Chief Commissioner to describe the institution after
her tour of the facility.12
There have been eighteen publicized deaths in EMDC in the past ten
years, with the majority of these deaths attributed to suicide or drug
overdoses.13 EMDC has been plagued by violence, understaffing,
overcrowding, drug abuse, and poor labour relations for decades, leading to
its recurrent spotlight in the news by local media outlets.14 Former prisoners
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of EMDC have commenced dozens of actions against the Ministry asserting
that EMDC is overridden with issues of overcrowding, understaffing,
systemic negligence, assault, battery, and breaches of fiduciary duty.15
EMDC can be described as the devil’s playground where the sinners are
winners.16 In the sections that follow, I will describe some of these common
“sins” and how they are connected to the lack of meaningful Ministry
policies and the serious corruption that exists within the facility. The next
four sections (Parts III-VI) will discuss some of the most prevalent “sins” at
EMDC, namely the issues surrounding avoidable deaths, the systemic drug
problem, inhumane conditions, and understaffing.

III. EIGHTEEN DEATHS AT EMDC SINCE 2009
Over 150 people have died in Ontario’s correctional institutions over
the past decade, and the majority of these deaths have not been subjected
to a thorough, fully arms-length review.17 In 2018 alone, 26 individuals died
while in the custody of Ontario correctional institutions, with only six dying
from natural causes.18 Of note, 18 of these incarcerated individuals were
legally innocent.19 It is statutorily mandated in Ontario that the death of
any incarcerated individual be investigated by a coroner, and if the
investigation determines the death was not by natural causes, an inquest
must be held.20 There have been 72 coroner’s inquests into prisoner deaths
in Ontario correctional facilities in the last five years alone.21
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The next section of this paper highlights all of the coroner’s inquests in
the last decade that have arisen from a prisoner’s death at EMDC. This
section will be followed by a discussion of the circumstances surrounding
another incarcerated individual’s death that did not result in an inquest, yet
significantly impacted the lives of all who witnessed it. In comparing these
differing circumstances, this paper hopes to highlight the inconsistencies in
how deaths are addressed and the avoidable circumstances under which
many occur.

A. Coroner’s Inquests into Deaths at EMDC
Of the 18 publicized deaths at EMDC in the past decade, five inquests
have been held for the deaths of prisoners from non-natural causes: Laura
Straughan, Kenneth Randall Drysdale, Jamie High, Michael Fall, Floyd
Sinclair Deleary, and Justin William Thompson. Laura Straughan died of
bacterial pneumonia overnight, as there was no on-site health care available
between 11:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.22 Kenneth Randall Drysdale died from
blunt trauma that resulted from seizures caused by methadone withdrawal
when he was refused treatment by EMDC nurses.23 Jamie High died from
alcohol withdrawal when he was placed in segregation on suicide watch.24
Michael Fall, Floyd Sinclair Deleary, and Justin William Thompson died
from fentanyl toxicity in separate incidents (with the inquests for the latter
held together).25 The causes of death for the other twelve publicized EMDC
deaths in the past decade include homicide, suicide, delirium, overdoses,
medical conditions, and unknown causes.26
While these inquests took place over ten years, there are many
similarities in the juries’ recommendations. Each inquest recommended
implementing a comprehensive communications policy for correctional
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officers to ensure open communication between different shifts and staff.
The inquests were also concerned with the lack of an infirmary at EMDC:
the 2011 inquests recommended that an infirmary be opened, and the same
recommendation was repeated nine years later.27 Many of the inquests
commented on the lack of training and emergency equipment available for
correctional staff,28 and the juries recommended equipping correctional
officers and nurses with naloxone and first aid kits.29
Of particular note is a jury recommendation from the most recent
inquest: the jury recommended that EMDC be torn down and a new facility
be “designed to adequately accommodate, with dignity, the inmate
population and to provide an environment with suitable space in which
inmates may achieve rehabilitation and reintegration.”30 This
recommendation implies that the concerns surrounding EMDC run so
deep that the Ministry would be better off starting from scratch with an
entirely new infrastructure.
These inquests highlighted issues that plague most Ontario correctional
institutions (e.g., understaffing, lack of medical equipment, deficient
policies, inadequate monitoring, etc.)31 and provided meaningful
recommendations on how to best address these issues at EMDC.
Unfortunately, the Ministry is slow to act and selective in the
recommendations it attempts to implement.
As an example, it took 18 months for the Ministry to address the
recommendations from the 2014 inquest into Jamie High’s death and, even
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then, the policies it implemented fell short of the jury’s directions.32 After
receiving the same recommendation from multiple inquests, the Ministry
has still not installed real-time monitoring in all segregation cells, a very
basic request that could save the lives of many individuals.
The Ministry is also slow to react on recommendations made by its own
advisors. On February 28, 2019, Justice David P. Cole, the appointed
Independent Reviewer for the Ministry’s compliance with the Jahn
Settlement,33 delivered an interim report with recommendations for the
Ministry on institutional discipline and improving linkages between courts
and corrections.34 One year later, Justice Cole delivered his final report, in
which he noted that the Ministry had failed to operationalize any of his
recommendations and had only committed to considering implementing
some of them.35
The recommendations prepared by Howard Sapers, the appointed
Independent Advisor on Corrections Reform, received a similar fate. Sapers
prepared three interim reports and two final reports, including the detailed
outline in the Directions for Reform for the Ministry in 2017 and 2018.36 As
a response to these reports, Ontario passed the Correctional Services and
Reintegration Act37 in May 2018, which was intended to improve conditions,
increase transparency, and promote the rehabilitation and reintegration of
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individuals in custody.38 Despite receiving royal assent on May 7, 2018, this
new legislation never came into force and Sapers was not reappointed.39
The Ministry has consistently, and almost without exception, failed to
meaningfully and adequately implement recommendations for reform.
Many of these recommendations are not controversial and require
minimum effort on the Ministry’s part.40 The Ministry’s lacklustre response
to recommendations made by its appointed advisors and Coroner’s inquest
juries is quite disappointing. What is of even more concern is the Ministry’s
failure to address or respond to other shocking events that have occurred in
Ontario correctional institutions, such as the murder of Adam Kargus.41

B. The Murder of Adam Kargus at EMDC
At 7:56 p.m. on October 31, 2013, Adam Kargus was choked, punched,
kicked, and stomped on by his cellmate, Anthony George, and was
murdered at approximately 8:53 p.m. in their shared cell. Between this time
and 9:50 a.m. on November 1, correctional officers conducted regular
security rounds without taking notice of what had happened in their cell.
At 8:16 a.m., Anthony George dragged Adam Kargus’ body, wrapped in
bloody sheets, from their cell, across the unit, and into the shower area.
Anthony George then engaged in various activities, attempting to clean up
and dispose of the evidence related to the murder, with the assistance of
other individuals. At 9:50 a.m., a correctional officer conducting regular
rounds discovered Adam Kargus’ body in the shower area. All of these
events were captured by a security camera whose field of view captured the
inside of their shared cell.42
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Not surprisingly, these horrific events at EMDC resulted in multiple
lawsuits. Anthony George was charged with second-degree murder and
ultimately pled guilty.43 Prisoners David Cake and Bradley Mielke were
charged with being accessories to murder after the fact for helping Anthony
George attempt to cover up the murder. Cake pled guilty to obstruction of
justice,44 and the charges against Mielke were withdrawn in September
2015.45 Two correctional officers, Leslie Lonsbary and Greg Langford, were
charged with failing to provide the necessaries of life, along with EMDC
operational manager Stephen Jurkus. The charges against Langford were
withdrawn and he was subsequently called as a witness in the trial against
Lonsbary and Jurkus.46 Ultimately, Jurkus was declared not guilty and a
mistrial was declared for Lonsbary.47

1. Correctional Officers’ Grievance Against the Ministry for Reprimands
Related to Adam Kargus’ Death
Outside of these court battles, EMDC terminated five correctional
officers (including Lonsbary and Langford) and gave written reprimands to
two correctional officers for their various failures in performance on the
evening and morning in question. These seven correctional officers filed
grievances against the discipline imposed, which were heard by the Ontario
Grievance Settlement Board (the “Board”). To resolve this dispute, the
Board conducted an intensive review of the policies and procedures at
EMDC as a result of the Ministry’s assertion that the correctional officers
had failed to perform many fundamental and core requirements of their
jobs.
The Ministry argued that the correctional officers had violated specific
employer policies and it was irrelevant that the correctional officers had
performed their jobs in the way they “always had.”48 The union representing
the disciplined correctional officers responded to these allegations with
conclusive evidence that the Ministry’s written policies had been
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“universally ignored for decades at EMDC,” and several tenures of
superintendents and managers were fully aware of these improper
practices.49
After reviewing EMDC’s policies and procedures, the Board held it was
indisputable that EMDC’s supervisors knew about the improper practices,
yet had not brought a disciplinary action against correctional officers for
these discrepancies before Adam Kargus’ death.50 Some of these improper
practices included correctional officers refraining from performing tours at
certain hours, irregular shift changeover policies, conducting poor quality
tours at rapid paces, allowing individuals to cover the lights in their cells,
and failing to check for live bodies.51
The evidence demonstrated that the typical tour was 40–60 seconds,
with the correctional officers walking at a medium to brisk walking pace,
not pausing in front of cells, and sometimes even failing to turn their heads
during the tours.52 While the Board’s conclusions on the quality of work
performed at EMDC were alarming, the Ministry had no justification for
reprimanding these correctional officers as there was no evidence that their
job performance was different in quality than the accepted practices at
EMDC.
The Board’s investigation and ultimate findings on the standard
operating procedures at EMDC provide a perfect example of the inadequate
policies and enforcement measures at the facility. The Ministry has policies
in place that were specifically developed to ensure prisoner safety and
structure at Ontario correctional institutions. These policies are blatantly
ignored at EMDC with the absence of reprimands and accompanied by a
failure to provide basic equipment (such as “mandatory” flashlights that
were not available at EMDC on October 31, 2013), with the full knowledge
of managers who review the logbooks/security footage.53
This lack of direct supervision and enforcement of policies is not an
EMDC-specific issue. In the Toronto South Detention Centre, incarcerated
individuals raised concerns about the unlawful use of “sanctions” by
correctional officers that were unpredictable and inconsistent in practice as
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“every guard has their own rules.”54 The OHRC followed up with the
Ministry on the legal authority for these sanctions and learned that the
policy governing sanctions stated “if you break a rule, the Unit Officer will
determine the consequences.”55 There are no due process protections for
incarcerated individuals and correctional officers are encouraged to “be
creative” in determining punishments.
This is not a new phenomenon that the Ministry is slow or even absent
in addressing complaints and concerns about questionable practices in its
correctional facilities. In 2013, the Ontario Ombudsman released a report
on the overuse of force and violence by correctional officers in Ontario
correctional institutions.56 In this report, the Ombudsman criticized the
Ministry for denying the Ombudsman’s findings until there was
incontrovertible evidence of wrongdoing, and even then, enacting slowmoving policies that did little to hold correctional officers accountable.57
To address some of these concerns about the lack of oversight, Howard
Sapers’ Directions for Reform include establishing a fair and expeditious
inmate complaints process and aligning policy and operational practices
with the presumption of innocence.58 Similarly, Justice Cole’s final report
recommended the establishment of a unit or branch within the Ministry
that was exclusively focused on ensuring province-wide operational
compliance with the Ministry’s obligations under the Jahn settlement.59
Implementation of either or both of these recommendations would surely
improve the Ministry’s ability to ensure the on-the-ground compliance and
enforcement of its policies.

2. Incarcerated Individuals’ Response to Adam Kargus’ Death
The Ministry’s (unsuccessful) attempt to reprimand correctional officers
for the events surrounding Adam Kargus’ death is a prime example of the
Ministry’s problematic prioritization of its public appearance rather than on
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making meaningful changes inside correctional facilities. It is apparent that
the Ministry was more concerned with disciplining its correctional officers
than reviewing the practices at EMDC that allowed this horrific murder to
occur and the effect witnessing such events had on the surrounding
prisoners.
At Jurkus’ and Lonsbary’s criminal trial, a nearby prisoner testified that
he could hear “excessive banging” from the floor below and that Adam
Kargus had repeatedly screamed for help, but no correctional officers came
to investigate.60 During the wrongful dismissal grievance, Lonsbary
admitted that he closed the office door to “dull the sound” coming from
Adam Kargus’ unit as he assumed the excessive noise was caused by a
sporting event.61 The prisoners in the unit were not as fortunate and had
nothing to muffle the horrendous sounds coming from the cell.
As a result of these events, six prisoners filed a $15-million lawsuit
against the Ministry for being trapped in their cells while they were forced
to helplessly watch and listen to Adam Kargus’ brutal torture and murder.
In their claim, the prisoners recounted seeing the look of terror on Adam’s
face and hearing his cries for help for an hour. Not only were these
individuals forced to witness these horrific events, but they also had to
endure George’s boasting about the murder and see the bloody evidence as
the body was dragged to the shower the following morning.
Some of these individuals were locked in their cells for two weeks or
more after witnessing the murder. None of these individuals were offered
or received adequate counselling, and they continue to suffer from
psychological damage and post-traumatic stress, including lasting nervous
shock with difficulty sleeping, continued depression, anxiety, and panic
attacks. In their statement of defence, the Ministry denied liability for any
problems the prisoners experienced and stated that Adam Kargus’ death did
not result in any psychological or psychiatric illnesses for any incarcerated
individuals.62
One of these individuals, James Pigeau, was 27-years old at the time of
this murder and suffered from bipolar disorder. Following Adam Kargus’
death, he was diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder and treated at a
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correctional psychiatric centre. James Pigeau became an activist for
improving the terrible conditions at EMDC. He kept track of the frequent
lockdowns and wrote letters to local news outlets describing the horrific
conditions he experienced. In August 2017, he informed the London Free
Press that he was attacked by a correctional officer, and, in fall 2017, he was
jumped by multiple prisoners.63 James Pigeau was beaten so badly that he
was left in a wheelchair.64 On January 7, 2018, he died of a suspected
fentanyl overdose while on remand at EMDC. James Pigeau is one of many
people whose deaths could have been prevented with the implementation
of well-known, recommended, better practices at EMDC.65

C. Final Thoughts on Deaths in Ontario Correctional
Institutions
The deaths of Laura Straughan, Kenneth Randall Drysdale, Jamie High,
Michael Fall, Floyd Sinclair Deleary, Justin William Thompson, Adam
Kargus, James Pigeau, and the other eight individuals who died at EMDC
in the last decade were likely avoidable. With a proper infirmary, Laura
Straughan’s bacterial pneumonia could have been properly diagnosed and
Kenneth Randall Drysdale’s seizures could have been properly treated.
Sufficient training of staff for treating individuals with addictions likely
could have prevented the deaths of Jamie High, Michael Fall, Floyd Sinclair
Deleary, Justin William Thompson, and James Pigeau’s substance abusecaused deaths. Adam Kargus’ death may have also been avoidable, as it is
suspected that Anthony George was intoxicated that evening and had been
refused medical treatment by a nurse earlier that day.66
While correctional officers are provided with basic mental health
training, it is insufficient to equip them to appropriately respond to
individuals with mental health disabilities and provide sufficient
assistance.67 With the proper training, staffing, funding, and oversight of
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correctional officers, these terrible events could have been avoided. With
more than 150 deaths in Ontario correctional institutions in the last
decade, it is imperative that the Ministry amend its policies, provide
counselling for incarcerated individuals and correctional officers alike, and
take responsibility for so many of these avoidable deaths.

IV. SYSTEMIC PREVALENCE OF DRUGS IN CUSTODY
Studies in Canada have consistently connected high rates of overall
drug use and injection drug use to incarceration in provincial and federal
institutions. For instance, one study found that 68% of 597 prisoners
surveyed in an Ontario correctional institution had used drugs, with 51%
of prisoners admitting to using drugs other than cannabis, and 17%
admitting to injecting drugs before incarceration.68 Another study of 500
prisoners in an Ontario correctional facility reported that more than half of
prisoners had used opioids, crack, cocaine, or methamphetamine in the
previous year, and 12.2% had injected drugs.69 Substance abuse issues do
not end when an individual enters prison, and there are numerous ways for
drugs to end up in Ontario correctional institutions.
The Ontario Ministry of Correctional Services Act (“MCSA”) allows the
superintendent of a jail to authorize searches of any person or prisoner in
correctional institutions, as well as the property of any person on the
institution’s premises.70 The MCSA also permits the seizure and disposal of
any contraband found during a search.71 Contraband includes anything a
prisoner is not authorized to have, or anything a prisoner is authorized to
have but is not authorized to have in the place, quantity, or for the purpose
it is being used.72 Contraband searches are a routine aspect of prison life,
and incarcerated individuals have found creative ways to protect their
contraband. The consequences of being caught are severe, and disputes over
the ownership of contraband can lead to conflict between individuals.73
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There is an undeniable systemic drug problem in Ontario correctional
facilities, and the frequent overdoses at EMDC highlight some of these
concerns. Overdoses at EMDC are reported in the news all too often. In
March 2018, four female prisoners overdosed in one night.74 On August
9th, 2018, seven individuals simultaneously overdosed on opioids and were
rushed to the hospital.75 On July 26, 2020, during a global pandemic when
access to drugs is more difficult, an incarcerated individual was rushed to
the hospital for a suspected overdose.76
Fortunately, no prisoner died in any of these instances. Unfortunately,
this is not the case for all individuals who overdose at EMDC, as
demonstrated by the deaths of Michael Fall, Floyd Sinclair Deleary, Justin
William Thompson, and James Pigeau (as discussed above). The inquests
into these deaths illustrate the need for better training and equipment for
personnel to ensure they are prepared to recognize and react to overdoses.
Based on the continuous and recent reports of overdoses at EMDC, it seems
unlikely that these recommendations have been implemented in an
effective manner.

A. Prisoners Smuggling Narcotics into EMDC
The quantity and types of black-market drugs available in EMDC are
shocking. Between 2015 and 2016, EMDC guards found “unknown pills”
70 times, while the next most common contraband seized was disposable
lighters (found 64 times) and extra laundry (found 57 times).77 Other drugs
found during this time period included: known pills such as anti-psychotics
and opioids (found 20 times), unknown powders (found 8 times), marijuana
(found 21 times), the butts of marijuana cigarettes known as roaches (found
12 times), and crystal meth (found once).78
In 2012, an individual serving an intermittent sentence at EMDC was
caught smuggling in prescription drugs on six occasions and was given a
misconduct by staff on each occasion.79 On one such occasion, this
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individual was caught sneaking in 213 OxyNeo and 7 Cesamet pills located
in the collar of her coat and tucked in her underwear.80 It is reassuring that
EMDC staff were able to stop these 220 pills from entering EMDC, but it
is apparent that many other incarcerated individuals have been more
cunning and successful with their smuggling techniques.
Aside from voluntary drug smuggling concerns, there are also concerns
about the blackmail used against incarcerated individuals to smuggle in
drugs. One such individual testified that she was approached by thugs
before her drug treatment court attendance and was threatened with
violence against herself and her daughter if she did not sneak drugs into
EMDC.81 She was charged with possession of hydromorphone during a
search at EMDC and testified that she was told she would “get her face
punched and head kicked” and stated they were “going to get me and my
daughter.”82 Other prisoners at EMDC informed OHRC of similar
experiences, and these incarcerated individuals who fail to smuggle in
contraband drugs face serious threats or actual violence.83
In early 2018, EMDC installed a full-body scanner to search for external
and internal contraband as an attempt to fight the systemic drug problem.84
EMDC also has a canine unit to “serve as a deterrent to contraband” and is
hoping to get new ion scanners that can identify trace elements of drugs on
individuals’ mail.85 On February 8th, 2018, a prisoner was caught attempting
to smuggle in 20 matches, rolling papers, 167 grams of marijuana, 1 gram
of marijuana shatter, 1 gram of cocaine, 2 grams of crystal
methamphetamine, and 3 grams of fentanyl into EMDC by the electronic
body scanning device.86 This prisoner’s story highlights the sheer volume of
drugs being smuggled in by one person and raises concerns about other
similar quantities of drugs that are not caught by the full-body scanner.
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B. Correctional Officers Smuggling Narcotics into EMDC
Incarcerated individuals are not the only drug mules smuggling
narcotics into EMDC. On the morning of February 14th, 2015, prisoner
Nelson Moran called Tanya Zavitz (a correctional officer at EMDC) and
asked her to pick up and deliver some items to the jail. Zavitz arrived at
EMDC at 8:30 a.m. and went straight to Moran’s unit. Video surveillance
showed Zavitz passing Moran two white envelopes and Moran tucking these
envelopes in his pants. Moran then went to the shower area where there
were no cameras.87
A “veritable conga line” of prisoners headed in and out of the shower
area, and sometime later correctional officers testified that they could smell
marijuana. Between 12:45 and 1:15 p.m., three cells in Moran’s unit were
searched, and the following narcotics were confiscated: 17 grams of
marijuana, 1 gram of hash, and 28 grams of hash oil. Zavitz was charged
with three counts of drug trafficking, and Moran was charged with three
counts of trafficking and three counts of possession.88
At trial, the Honourable Justice John Skowronski held that because
drugs were so prevalent at EMDC and searches were so sporadic, there was
no way of proving that the suspicious transaction between Zavitz and Moran
had led to the treasure trove of narcotics found.89 Justice Skowronski also
noted that “[t]he existence of drugs in EMDC is seemingly epidemic,” and
searches that might locate contraband are sometimes not carried out for
weeks. Ultimately, Zavitz and Moran were acquitted of all counts.
It is interesting to note that Tanya Zavitz was one of the correctional
officers who received a written reprimand for Adam Kargus’ murder. She
witnessed Anthony George choking Adam Kargus earlier on the day of the
murder, after she complimented Anthony George on his shirt, and failed to
address and report the altercation properly.90 It may be a coincidence that
one correctional officer was involved in two highly publicized incidents in
such a short period of time, or it may be an indication of the numerous
horrifying incidents that regularly occur at EMDC. While Zavitz’s behaviour
may seem questionable at best from an outside perspective, questionable
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conduct is the best way, if not the only way, to survive the constant threats
and corruption at EMDC.

C. Contraband Alcoholic Beverages at EMDC
Another major substance-related issue in Ontario correctional
institutions is contraband alcoholic beverages. “Brew” is an improvised
alcoholic concoction made by incarcerated individuals by using sugar and
fermented fruit. In 2003, a total of 8,732 litres of alcohol/brew were seized
in Canadian federal prisons.91 While it is clear that drug overdoses are an
ongoing concern at EMDC, one correctional officer acknowledged that
there is an even greater risk of alcohol poisoning.92 Between 2015 and 2016,
correctional officers reported finding brew 42 times at EMDC.93 Brew is
known to have dangerous impacts on individuals, causing mood swings,
depression, aggression, and suicidal thoughts.94 Anthony George was
believed to be drunk on brew the day that he murdered Adam Kargus.95

D. Final Thoughts on the Drug Problem at Ontario
Correctional Institutions
In 2018, Ontario’s Chief Coroner held an inquest into the overdose of
eight men in custody between March 2012 and 2016 at another Ontario
correctional institution for individuals on remand.96 The jury
recommendations included requiring weekly audits of prisoner admissions
by the Ministry, designating a liaison officer from the local police
department to meet with representatives at the detention centre, and
creating a working group to further improve health care services to
individuals at the detention centre.97
Implementation of any or all of these oversight mechanisms at EMDC
and other Ontario correctional institutions would be a game-changer for
fighting the systemic drug problem. Similarly, implementation of some of
the recommendations from EMDC-related inquests would be of great
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assistance. These recommendations included improving communication
policies between correctional officers at shift changes to ensure there is
awareness of individuals who have recently been found in possession of
contraband and equipping staff with naloxone kits.98 As discussed above,
the Ministry is slow to act on any of these recommendations and very
selective on the recommendations they do choose to implement.
While this paper is primarily concerned with reform recommendations
targeting prison infrastructures, it is also important to consider other
avenues of reform for combatting the drug crisis. One such avenue is the
decriminalization of personal-use drug offences and the implementation of
non-criminal penalties (e.g., fines).99 The decriminalization of these offences
could decrease the drug-using prison population, unsafe drug consumption
practices, and the stigma associated with drug use.100
As decriminalization requires legislative action on behalf of the federal
government, it is outside the Ministry’s jurisdiction. As such, the remaining
discussion will focus on drug reform mechanisms that are within the
Ministry’s capabilities, namely harm reduction mechanisms that target the
health, social, and economic consequences of the drug crisis. These
interventions include opioid substitution therapy, needle and syringe
programs, overdose prevention and reversal, and testing for treatment of
HIV and Hepatitis C.101
Harm reduction measures have been endorsed by the World Health
Organization (“WHO”) and United Nations (“UN”) as essential public
health measures both in the community and prison environment.102 They
are widely recognized as a legally binding human rights obligation103 and
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captured under Mandela Rule 24, which requires that prisoners have access
to equivalent health care to that in the community.104 The Ministry has
failed to implement many of these measures meaningfully.
EMDC does not have equivalent health care to that in the community.
It still does not have an infirmary, despite the numerous calls for action and
the overdoses and deaths that continue to occur. It is clear that the Health
Care Unit is not sufficient for meeting incarcerated individuals’ needs. Even
when nurses or social workers are available at EMDC, there is an inadequate
space for them to meet with their patients confidentially.105
While EMDC has methadone and suboxone programs available, the
programs are realistically inaccessible to individuals unless they were already
prescribed methadone before their arrest. It is also not reassuring that
naloxone kits are only sometimes available and, even then, only sometimes
successfully administered.106 There have been at least seven deaths
reportedly caused by overdose in the past decade,107 with four of these
deaths occurring since June 2017, and at least sixteen individuals rushed to
hospitals for fentanyl overdose in 2018 alone.108
When questioned about the drug epidemic, Greg Flood, the
spokesperson for EMDC, stated that “[s]taff are trained to be vigilant” for
drugs, including “frequent and thorough searches of any suspected
contraband.”109 These statements were made after three individuals
overdosed in one weekend in April 2019, causing correctional officers to
administer naloxone and hurriedly transport the individuals to a hospital.110
It is obvious that these “vigilant” efforts are insufficient, and there will
continue to be frequent drug-related deaths and overdoses until the
Ministry makes drastic changes.
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Harm reduction mechanisms are not captured by the Ministry’s current
approach to the systemic drug issues as it continues to be punitive rather
than targeted at risk management. Incarcerated individuals do not
immediately master their addictions, and the challenges associated with
drug and alcohol addictions continue to endure while in prison.111
Implementing prison needle and syringe programs can help reduce many of
the associated risks with drug use and reduce drug overdoses.112 While the
federal prison system has started to roll out safe injection programs,113 the
Ontario correctional system has not followed suit.

V. INHUMANE AND UNSANITARY CONDITIONS AT EMDC
It is well established that incarcerated individuals in Ontario
correctional institutions are subjected to inhumane and unsanitary
conditions.114 Some of these unacceptable conditions interfere with
prisoners’ freedom of movement and right to meaningful contact through
the inappropriate and excessive use of lockdowns and segregation. Other
conditions fail to comport with basic standards of human decency, such as
forcing prisoners to use the toilet in full view of other prisoners and
preventing access to telephones, showers, and fresh air for up to a week.115
Incarcerated individuals are given clothing, bedding and towels that are
stained with urine, blood and feces, suffer through bedbug infestations, and
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are forced to use unclean shared nail clippers that may result in untreatable
fungal infections.116
In 2019–2020, the Ontario Office of the Ombudsman received 6,000
complaints about correctional facilities, with many of them signalling
systemic issues involving lack of access to services, persistent lockdowns, or
overcrowding.117 Of these complaints, 2,429 were health-related, 186
related to methadone, 78 related to prisoner-on-prisoner assaults, 75 related
to the lack of Indigenous services, 118 related to excessive use of force by
correctional officers, and 162 related to segregation.118 These 162
complaints were a decrease from the previous year (266 in 2018–2019)119 as
a result of the Ministry’s attempts to reform its use of administrative
segregation. Despite this attempt at reform, the Ministry’s use of segregation
remains habitual, continual, and the Ministry “has fallen short in fulfilling
the promises or undertakings it made, to do better.”120
Unsurprisingly, the conditions at EMDC are just as unacceptable as
other Ontario correctional institutions. In early 2019, OHRC visited
EMDC as part of their monitoring of the Jahn settlement.121 Although the
institution was cleaned for OHRC’s visit, there was still a “noticeable smell”
throughout the institution coupled with poor air quality and concerns of
mould.122 OHRC described the conditions as “dehumanizing, antithetical
to rehabilitation and reintegration, and pose a serious risk to the health and
safety of prisoners and correctional officers.”123 The plethora of safety
concerns observed at EMDC violates numerous international human rights
conventions, including Mandela Rules 12, 14, 15, 17, 23 and 35, which
provide minimum standards for the sanitation, maintenance, hygiene,
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clothing, pre/postnatal care, and information made available for
incarcerated individuals.124
The following sections will highlight some of the worrisome conditions
at EMDC as a representation of the systemic issues surrounding the living
conditions in Ontario correctional institutions.

A. Overcrowding of Individuals at EMDC
When it was built in 1977, EMDC had a capacity of 190 individuals in
single cells.125 These original sleeping accommodations were compliant with
the Mandela Rules, which state that it is “not desirable to have two prisoners
in a cell or room,” even where administration must make an exception to
single-occupancy cells.126 The institution now hosts four to five individuals
per cell, and the program rooms in the units have been converted into
cells.127 Not only does this create limitations on the rehabilitative
programming that can be offered to incarcerated individuals,128 but these
converted rooms also fall outside the visibility of correctional officers and
security cameras, creating considerable security concerns.129
An incarcerated individual who had been in EMDC on remand
illustrated exactly what it was like to live in such conditions. He described
his cell as very small, dirty, and suffering from a bed bug infestation.130 He
was the third man in the cell and was required to sleep on a mattress on the
floor in the two-and-a-half-foot space between the two beds.131 Not only are
these living conditions uncomfortable, but this overcrowding of cells creates
increased stress and anxiety for vulnerable individuals, especially those with
mental health disabilities or youthful individuals. This increased level of
stress and anxiety can lead to “voluntary” admissions to segregation, use of
intoxicants, violence, or other harmful behaviours.132 It is also the prime
environment for the uncontrollable spread of disease and infections.
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B. Overuse of Segregation as “Treatment” for Incarcerated
Individuals
EMDC has two segregation units known as the “Special Needs Unit”
and “Special Care Unit.” When asked how they differ from segregation, the
management and staff at EMDC were unable to clearly identify how the
conditions differed. 133 As there is no infirmary at EMDC, ill individuals are
placed in segregation cells in proximity to the Health Care Unit. These cells
are not dedicated to ill individuals.134 For example, when Kenneth Randall
Drysdale was discovered having a seizure in the washroom/shower area, he
was assessed by nurses and placed in segregation for observation.135
Only half of the segregation cells have continuous video monitors,
causing incarcerated individuals to prioritize which cells they are placed
in.136 During the OHRC tour of EMDC, one correctional officer casually
mentioned that an individual had been kept in segregation for “a couple of
years” and that there was no significant plan to address this long-term
placement problem.137
This systemic use of segregation is not limited to EMDC. In 2017,
Howard Sapers reported that 1,300 men and women spent 60 or more
aggregate days inside an Ontario correctional services segregation cell.138
While the Ministry policy states that segregation is “an area designated for
the placement of inmates who are to be housed separate from the general
population,”139 segregation is realistically used as a place to house
individuals with special needs. The fact that some of these cells do not have
security monitoring and that prisoners can be housed there “for a couple of
years” without a plan to fix the problem is a serious concern.
A group of incarcerated individuals successfully brought a class action
against the Ministry for its excessive use of segregation and were awarded
$30 million in aggregate Charter damages in April 2020. Justice Paul Perell
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of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice described the Ministry’s
justifications as embarrassing and stated that “neither television, books,
magazines, radio, telephones, or computers, negates the effects of being
confined in a small cell for twenty-two to twenty-four hours a day without
meaningful human contact and without adequate health care.”140
One would hope that the significant monetary consequence of this
action would motivate the Ministry to take action. At EMDC specifically,
the Ministry’s EMDC Enhancement Initiative is increasing the hours and
numbers of medical staff available and completing a health care review to
determine other areas of improvement for health care at EMDC.141
Hopefully, similar changes will be made at other correctional institutions,
resulting in a decrease in the use of segregation as a form of medical
treatment.

C. Inappropriate Use of Lockdowns due to Understaffing
The Ministry defines lockdowns as “strict limitation on the movement
of inmates in all or part of an institution,” with the Ontario Office of the
Ombudsman receiving 483 complaints about lockdowns in 2018–2019.142
These numbers increased to 668 in 2019–2020, an increase to about 10%
of the total number of complaints made by incarcerated individuals.143
Lockdowns may occur as a result of a violent incident at EMDC, such as
the murder of Adam Kargus, but more often than not, they occur as a result
of staff shortages. This means that lockdowns are, for the most part,
avoidable.
An individual on remand at EMDC from September 26, 2011, to
February 17, 2012, was on lockdown on approximately five occasions
during this time period.144 During these lockdowns, individuals were
confined to their cells 24 hours a day, and all privileges were suspended,
including the usual 20 minutes allowed outside in the yard. The only
exception was a shower and 20-minute phone call that was permitted every
third day. Each “lockdown” lasted four to seven days, with the longest
lockdown lasting approximately 20 days. This particular individual’s
behaviour was never the cause of the lockdown, and he had no behaviour
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issues at EMDC.145 Long periods of lockdown are harmful to the mental
health of prisoners, as they are deprived of basic necessities and the ability
to contact loved ones and lawyers.146
The conditions of lockdown are the same as segregation or solitary
confinement. Segregation is not determined by where an inmate is confined
or what the unit is called; rather it is how they are confined. Lockdowns
involve individuals being locked in their cells for 24 hours a day, with the
periods of confinement being entirely arbitrary and unpredictable. The
Ministry’s use of sustained periods of frequent, unpredictable lockdowns
due to staff shortages violates s. 12 of the Charter.147 The Ministry has been
aware of the issues arising out of understaffing since at least 2002, and it is
entirely within their control to ensure sufficient staff is available.148
Studies have shown the negative effects of segregation include
psychological distress, anxiety, insomnia, hallucinations, depression,
suicide, self-harm, violent ruminations, institutional violence, and increased
reoffending.149 Further, particular individuals and groups are differentially
impacted by segregation, such as the young and elderly, individuals with
mental illness, women, racialized, and Indigenous persons.150 Individuals
confined in lockdowns are likely to experience the same consequences and
have no control over the frequency, length, or timing of their isolation.

D. The Violent Environment at EMDC
Prisoner-on-prisoner violence and excessive use of force by correctional
officers are a routine aspect of living in Ontario correctional institutions.
This constant fear of violence, combined with a lack of adequate medical
equipment and staff, causes individuals to live in a state of hyper-vigilance.151
This culture of violence feeds directly into the lawlessness and corruption
of the prison atmosphere, and it creates a social order where the strong prey
on the weak (or where the sinners are winners).
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Violent events are so common at EMDC that they are rarely
appropriately identified or addressed. For example, when Anthony George
put Adam Kargus in a chokehold in front of multiple correctional officers,
it was described as “horseplay.”152 A misconduct/sanction was not issued
against Anthony George. Despite the situation clearly being an act of
bullying where a strong individual engaged in a one-sided physical exchange,
one correctional officer felt that “if [Kargus] did not say he was in fear, how
was I supposed to know.”153 It is up to the correctional officer’s discretion
whether or not to file an Occurrence Report following a violent incident,
and these reports are rarely filed.
The number of weapons available in EMDC is also of concern. Between
2015 and 2016, contraband or improvised weapons were found 33 times,
including a sharpened tile, metal wire, razors, screws, nunchucks, a fourinch jack knife, and many more weapons.154 Prisoners speak of the “near
constant threat of violence” and how a “prison subculture has taken root
where more dangerous prisoners are able to control the range and prey on
weaker individuals.”155 This high level of violence also has negative impacts
on the mental health of correctional officers. Correctional officers report
high levels of violence and abuse from prisoners, which the Ministry has
done nothing to address.156 Correctional officers describe their work as
stressful and EMDC as a violent jail.157
A former correctional officer, Don Roman, experienced PTSD and had
to take off work for an extended period after having a breakdown while
working at EMDC.158 During his leave from work, Roman was “very angry,
full of rage, and he expressed thoughts of suicide and homicide.”159 His rage
was mostly associated with his interactions with prisoners at EMDC, and
his wife stated that “if he saw an inmate driving or at the park, he didn’t
know what he would do to him.”160 Roman himself stated that he associated
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his PTSD with prisoners at the jail and that his mental health made him
“think of harming people, including inmates at the jail.”161 The violent acts
and dangerous conditions occurring at EMDC negatively affect all
individuals involved: incarcerated individuals, correctional officers, and
staff.
The stressful conditions associated with working in correctional
institutions are not a new phenomenon. In a 2011 survey of 200
correctional officers in British Columbia, it was determined that in the
previous year, 90% of correctional officers had been exposed to blood, more
than 75% had been exposed to feces, spit and urine, and 90% had
responded to requests for staff assistance and medical emergencies.162
Numerous studies have demonstrated that correctional officers frequently
experience traumatic stressors, demanding social interactions, low
organizational support, harsh physical environments, and repeated direct
and indirect exposures to violence, injury, and death events.163
There is no excuse for the Ministry’s failure to improve the conditions
at Ontario correctional institutions, for prisoners and correctional officers
alike.

VI. THE EFFECT OF UNDERSTAFFING ON CORRECTIONAL
OFFICERS AND PRISONERS
Understaffing is another major issue in Ontario correctional
institutions, as reflected in the discussion about deaths in custody, drugs in
custody, lockdowns, and segregation. There have been specific incidents at
EMDC that highlight this issue, such as the situation in January 2016 where
50 staff called in sick on the same day.164 EMDC remained operational
through the assistance of management, but the correctional officers who did
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arrive at work that day stated that there was insufficient staff to operate the
institution safely.165
These understaffing issues result from a lack of funding from the
Ministry, as well as the terrible working conditions that staff are forced to
face. There is an elevated use of sick leave amongst staff at EMDC, which
creates a vicious cycle of persistent understaffing at the institution. It
ultimately makes the job more difficult for on-duty staff due to lockdowns
and increased security threats in the prison environment.166
The first things to be cancelled due to staffing shortages are life skills,
education, and rehabilitative programs at Ontario correctional
institutions.167 Correctional officers observed that EMDC houses a
particularly dangerous population, and there is a lack of meaningful access
to programming to address their criminogenic factors or meaningful tools
to engage individuals proactively.168
Those correctional officers that do show up do not have adequate
training or support.169 These systemic issues with understaffing also cause
institutions to rely primarily on indirect supervision of prisoners and static
security. Studies have shown that direct supervision is preferable in
detention centres, as it maintains personal contact with prisoners, tends to
offer prisoners more physical amenities, and can allow trained staff to detect
and defuse potential problems.170
There are also understaffing issues with the health services at EMDC,
which result in the misuse of segregation as a means to protect vulnerable
and ill individuals. In 2010, the Ontario Public Services Employees Union
came to an agreement with the Ministry to increase staffing and funding in
the EMDC Health Care Unit.171 Despite these apparent increases, at least
six individuals have died due to inadequate health care at EMDC (Laura
Straughan, Kenneth Randall Drysdale, Jamie High, Michael Fall, Floyd
Sinclair Deleary, and Justin William Thompson). It is clear that promises
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by the Ministry to increase funding and staffing are not enough to solve
these systemic issues.

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has highlighted specific issues at Ontario correctional
institutions that are in drastic need of attention and care from the Ministry.
These issues include the concerning number of deaths, overdoses, and
violent incidents in custody, as well as the overall unsanitary and inhumane
conditions of detention centres. These are not new issues. These same
complaints can be traced back to 1835, when the first penitentiary was built
in Canada.172 At EMDC, complaints were made shortly after it was built
regarding the verbal and physical abuse of incarcerated individuals173 as well
as the unacceptable working conditions for correctional officers.174
The issues highlighted in this paper are just one small snapshot of the
horrific conditions that prisoners and staff are forced to endure. They must
work and live in this unsanitary, unconscionable, and unforgiving
environment where survival of the fittest is a prisoner’s bible. “Correctional
institutions control the most basic aspects of an individual’s life.”175 This
environment can also dictate the rest of their lives. This phenomenon is
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experienced by prisoners and correctional officers alike, such as James
Pigeau, who never recovered from witnessing Adam Kargus’ murder and
Don Roman, who still lives with PTSD from his experiences working at
EMDC.
It is unacceptable that in Canada, a free and democratic country known
for its high quality of living, individuals are forced to live and work in
conditions like this. It is absurd that in a country that recognizes the rule of
law as the foundation of our society, there are government-run facilities in
Ontario that operate entirely outside its bounds. As discovered during the
investigations into deaths at EMDC, there are very few rules in Ontario
correctional institutions and no one to enforce their compliance.
The Ministry needs to take meaningful action and actively work to
implement the numerous recommendations from coroner’s verdicts and
academic scholars writing on prison reform. How many fires does the
Ministry need to put out before it realizes its errors? How many more
avoidable prisoner deaths must occur before the Ministry finally begins its
work for change? The Ontario government made the first steps towards
addressing some of these issues when they hired an independent advisor on
corrections reform.176 Yet, his reports sit on shelves collecting dust, and the
legislation they inspired will never come into force.177
There are many practices at Ontario correctional institutions that
violate international conventions, the Charter, and the Human Rights Code178.
The Ministry’s use of prolonged segregation or placement of individuals
with mental illness in segregation is a cruel and unusual punishment
contrary to s. 12 of the Charter.179 The frequency and duration of lockdowns
due to staff shortages similarly violate s. 12.180 The overcrowding,
unsanitary/dangerous conditions, failure to accommodate individuals with
mental health concerns, and overuse of segregation and lockdowns violate
the Mandela Rules.181 The Ministry’s failure to accommodate the unique
needs of prisoners with mental health disabilities or addictions, as well as
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religious and cultural practices, are human rights violations.182 The Ministry
is aware of these violations, yet it has failed to take meaningful steps towards
addressing them.
The first essential steps for reform were clearly laid out by the
independent review team on Ontario corrections in September 2017.183
This report included 62 recommendations that focused on five themes:
human rights and correctional operations; corrections and the presumption
of innocence; evidence-based correctional practice; Indigenous people and
Ontario corrections; and health care services and governance in
corrections.184 Overall, these recommendations were focused on the
Ministry devoting financing, hiring, and training to create policies and
programs to improve the quality of life and care of Ontario’s prison
population.185 While providing rights in Ontario correctional institutions is
“an essential component of a healthy and safe Ontario,”186 the Ministry has
made very few efforts to act on these recommendations.
The same can be said about the Ministry’s apathetic attempts to act on
juries’ recommendations for reform at EMDC. In March 2020, a coroner’s
verdict clearly laid out the steps that need to be taken.187 First, EMDC needs
to be replaced with a modern facility with its own infirmary and adequate
space for incarcerated individuals to achieve rehabilitation and
reintegration.188 Next, the Ministry should install electronic monitoring
devices189 and ensure that correctional officers comply with the Ministry’s
operational procedures.190 Finally, to assist in the battle against drugs in
custody, the Ministry should install more scanning equipment, ensure
officers perform both regular and thorough searches for contraband, and
create policies to restrict staff from bringing anything but essential items
into EMDC.191 The Ministry has not responded to this verdict.
While the creation of a modern facility would be a drastic improvement
for the lived experience of incarcerated individuals and EMDC staff, it will
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not be enough to sustain Ontario’s ever-growing prison population. As
briefly discussed above in the “Final Thoughts on the Drug Problem in
Ontario Correctional Institutions” section, Ontario’s policy reform should
be focused on implementing and funding community-based alternatives to
incarceration.
As Ontario’s remand population comprises approximately 63% of all
incarcerated individuals,192 decreasing this population is imperative for
addressing the overcrowding, double-bunking, and understaffing that
plague Ontario correctional facilities. Parliament’s introduction of Bill C75 attempted to address some of these concerns with its amendment of the
Criminal Code bail provisions and affirmation of the ladder principle.193
While these amendments are an important step in depopulating Ontario
jails, they are but one of many steps required to address the systemic failings
of Ontario correctional institutions.
Until the Ministry begins its work towards meaningful change,
prisoners of Ontario correctional institutions will be forced to rely on
litigation and class actions to receive compensation for their horrible
experiences. One such class action has been filed by a group of prisoners at
EMDC, alleging they endured threats, assaults, inadequate medical
attention, and overcrowding and that their experiences were shared by a
host of other individuals.194 Another former-EMDC prisoner reached an
out-of-court settlement with the Ministry after being beaten within inches
of his life during his 40-day sentence at EMDC in 2004.195
While it is hopeful that class actions and civil litigation will provide a
form of justice for some incarcerated individuals, there are still many other
incarcerated individuals that deserve retribution. As a free and democratic
society, Canada has a duty to protect the rights of all citizens, whether or
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not they are incarcerated. Correctional institutions are secluded by their
very nature and are not accessible to the public eye. Therefore, it is up to
the state to protect the rights of incarcerated individuals.
There is little hope that the rule of law will implement itself without
assistance from Parliament and courts,196 and one cannot simply wait for
corrections’ oversight mechanisms to transform.197 Meaningful changes
need to happen in both the development of Ontario corrections policies, as
well as the correct and meaningful implementation of these policies. This
paper demonstrates, through the prism of one institutional setting, why
change is so vitally needed and that the roadmap for that change is so readily
available.
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